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FUTUREBUILD SEA AND HEAVY MACH ANNOUNCES NEW DATES IN 2021
Informa Markets, the Organiser of Futurebuild SEA and Heavy Mach under the umbrella of ASEAN Super 8 remains
committed to offering a wide range of exhibition opportunities for both local and international clients to connect and to do
business together.
Our key stakeholders, industry partners, exhibitors and visitors have been and will always be our priority. After listening
to them in a series of close consultations, we understand how challenging their businesses have been amidst the ongoing
market uncertainties, and how a successful business trade platform will be important in revving up their businesses when
the market begins to recover. With that, Futurebuild SEA and Heavy Mach has decided to announce its new dates
from 15 - 17 June 2021. The events will be held simultaneously at Malaysia International Trade and Exhibition Centre
(MITEC).
As the organiser, we will continue our work to ensure that Futurebuild SEA and Heavy Mach from 15 - 17 June 2021
will be another success. We are confident that the leading trade fair will offer a new growth catalyst for our exhibitors and
trade visitors.
In the meantime, Futurebuild SEA will be launching its first and unique digital platforms – Futurebuild SEA Traders
Connect. Via the Futurebuild SEA Traders Connect, the companies can have their very-own listing and showcase
their latest product offerings to a global audience. This means that the companies could stay open for business 24/7 and
connect with prospective clients, even before the event starts! Stay tuned for the digital platforms, which will be launched
soon!
We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere gratitude to our exhibitors, visitors, sponsors, and partners
for your continued support, and we look forward to meeting you all on 15 - 17 June 2021. Informa Markets will continue
to work closely with all participants to ensure the success of the show in June 2021.
Should you require assistance or more information, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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